
Ranger 1500
Integrated Satcom Terminals

Transportability / Flexibility / Performance
Ranger 1500 terminals offer the most versatile, easily deployable and operator-
friendly access available for star, mesh or hybrid satellite networks.  Readily 
configurable for C, X, Ku or Ka-Band space segment, Ranger terminals are fully 
compatible with SKYWAN networks, as well as conventional SCPC and IP-based 
networks.

An innovative, modular antenna design incorporating a carbon-fiber reflector 
which is optimized for both stiffness and portability ensures ease of use and 
superior performance in harsh environments.

Transportability

Flexibility

Performance



Optional motorization and tracking is available via modular “add-
on” components to meet DSCS and/or inclined orbit applications.

Operational frequency band is defined by the integrated feed & 
electronics package.  Common IFL interfaces provide an easy means for 
changing bands by simply exchanging feed booms.

The integrated feed assembly transports in a separate case, making 
transport and storage for alternate band configurations clean and 
straight-forward.

KEY FEATURES

1.5m Carbon Fiber Offset antenna with superior 
performance to 31 GHz
Readily configurable for C, X, Ku, or Ka-Band operation; field-
reconfigurable in seconds
X-Band configurations are XTAR, DCSC & WGS compatible 
(industry leading 0.5dB AR)
Integrated Feed/Boom/BUC/LNB package for each 
frequency band
Modular motorization & tracking option is easily field-  
upgradeable
L-Band Inter-Facility Link & interfaces compatible with all 
common modem platforms
Satellite network & modem platform agnostic, including 
SKYWAN, IP and SCPC

Simple substitution of two key pedestal elements motorizes the AZ 
and EL axes.  Automatic tracking is provided by an ACU with several 
tracking signal options.

* G/Ts and EIRP values are based upon 'typical' amplifier selections.
Any terminal can be configured with alternate LNB and/or BUC 
selections to tailor performance for given applications.

HEADQUARTERS 
ND SatCom GmbH  
Graf-von-Soden-Strasse 
88090 Immenstaad
Germany
PHONE: +49 7545 939 0
FAX: +49 7545 939 8780
E-Mail: info@ndsatcom.com Au
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CHINA
ND SatCom (Beijing) Co. Ltd. 
PHONE: +86 10 6590 6869/6878

MIDDLE EAST
ND SatCom FZE
PHONE: +97148865012

www.ndsatcom.com




